
S
o claimed Joseph Stiglitz, Nobel laureate and former head
of the World Bank, only a couple of weeks ago in an
interview with the BBC. It had to happen; anyone with

even a glimmer of intelligence could prophesy that the orgy of
more, more, and yet more was unsustainable. In the past few
weeks, we have witnessed the defeat of capitalist arrogance
followed by a frenzy of finger pointing that will, no doubt
continue formonths to come.

So now we are all poorer, at least on paper. The million dollar
dreams we occupy increasingly resemble clouds of imagination
rather than castles of granite. Omygod! the sky is falling; perhaps
I should investmymite on themoon.

Certainly, these times are interesting, but does that
necessarily imply doom and gloom? The ‘free market’ collapsed
because among other things, the congregation of investors lost
faith in the chimera of lies promoted as a creed of greed. Faith
followed by trust is the fuel of cultures.

Is this a time to pull up the drawbridge and retreat to our
cells with bread and water, or is it the opportunity of lifetime to
create a society of care?

In the space of a couple of generations, life on the islands
has changed from rural self-sufficiency to luxurious urban
complacency with one of the highest material standards of
living on earth. It matters not one iota if the home you own is
valued at one million dollars or one. (It matters greatly if you
wish to buy into that market but the all important roof over
one’s head is the final necessity.)

For generations, communities across the Salish Sea have

provided for each other with produce, skills, friendships,
emergency help, culture and creativity; all the requirements for
a life of abundance. To assume a standard of life here in the
forest or by the beach based on the burblings of a ditzy celebrity
or corporate mantra is the height of stupidity. If this is not
Shangri-La, then it does not exist. Quality of life lies in the
imagination—butmore trees and less traffic help a lot.

If the world in which we have been educated to believe does
not exist any more, the potential for re-creating a real
community does, like fellow islander Raffi Cavoukian who has
spent years wading against the tide of greed to promote an ideal
where children count first. If every decision we make is based
on the quality of life that our grandchildren will inherit, how
different will those decisions be?

With a little effort and the right spirit, this region has the
potential to become the next Athens, and Wall Street can slide
into the ocean for all that it matters. For so many years, the
same 20% of the population have been responsible for 80% of
the culture and production of these islands. Now there is the
opportunity to capitalise on that legacy.

Taking responsibility is the first step. Destroying the
television is the second. There is so much to do and see in this
region, there is not time in several lifetimes to appreciate it all.
But we can begin by joining the wave of creativity, by planting
trees for our grandchildren, and next year when we sow our
carrots and beets, we can till a few extra rows to give to our
neighbour, because that neighbour might just as easily be me or
you. �
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